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Mid-toned patterned fabric 

(Fabric B) 
Dark patterned fabric 

(Fabric A) 

Lay-out of the finished block 
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February  

As you  choose  fabric colours for this block, you will need to consider how they work 

with the block you made in January. The diagram above shows the position of the     

January and the February blocks in the finished quilt. 

To make this block for your quilt, you need: 

Two pieces of printed fabric, each measuring about 8 x 16” (22 x 44cm), one in dark shades your 

chosen colour and the other in a mid-tone shade.   
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1 Wash, dry and iron fabric. You will need to cut out fabric on the straight grain 
of the fabric which runs in the direction of the threads in the weave, as shown 
in the photograph. The horizontal (weft) threads are parallel to the raw edge 
seen at the top. 

 

 

2 Cut two squares 6⅞ x 6⅞ ” (175 x 175mm) of fabric A (dark blue print), using 
a quilter’s ruler and a rotary cutter 

 

3  Cut two squares 6⅞ x 6⅞ ” (175 x 175mm)  of fabric B (mid-tone blue print).  

4 Take the square of fabric B that you cut out in step 3. Place it right side down 
on a flat surface. (The ‘right side’ is the printed side of the fabric.) Using a  
white watercolour pencil crayon or  tailor’s chalk, rule a line from one corner to 
the other on the wrong side of the fabric. 

 

5  Place the square of fabric B on top of a square of fabric A with the right sides 
together. Put in pins (in the un-marked corners) to hold the squares together. 

 

6.Stitch carefully from corner to corner, exactly ¼” (6mm) from the line you 
marked. If you have a quarter inch foot like this one, it will make things easier. 
 

 

7 Stitch again, exactly ¼” (6mm) from the line you marked, but on the other side 
of the line this time. (Stitch in the same direction as last time, rather than turn-
ing the square round.) 

 

8 Cut along the marked line with scissors. The cut will go exactly halfway be-
tween your lines of stitching. 
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9 Repeat steps 4 to 8.   

10 Press each seam with an iron. This ‘sets’ the seam.  

11 Open out each square and press it on the right side. On the wrong side, 
make sure the seam allowances are pressed over towards the darker fabric. 
Repeat steps 10 and 11 after each new seam is completed. 

 

12  Now join two squares together along the dark edges with a  ¼” (6mm) 
seam.  Pin first, with the pins at right angles to the seam. Remove each pin 
when the presser foot reaches it. Press twice as before. Then join another two 
squares in exactly the same way. 

 

13 Lay your two pieces on the  table so they look like the photo (right).  Then 
move the top one down below the lower one, so  that the two  dark arrow-head 
shapes point in to the middle (as in the diagram at the start of the pattern). 

 

14 Now join the two rows together along the two long, mid-blue sides. See 
photo: where the four squares meet, you need to have one set of seam allow-
ances going one to the right (at front in photo) and one set going to the left (at 
back in photo). Where the vertical seams meet, put in a pin. Take the pin out 
when you are stitching, just before your machine needle reaches it. 

 

15 Press.  

16 You have now completed the second block for your quilt. Store it flat and 
keep it safe.   
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